1. The bird is ____________ some com.
   ○ earning  ○ eating  ○ washing

2. These people are _____________ in an airplane.
   ○ driving  ○ playing  ○ riding

3. This boy is at __________________________.
   ○ the movies  ○ school  ○ a store

4. Sam and Mary have _____________ a snowman.
   ○ bought  ○ built  ○ black

5. You can tell it is probably _________________.
   ○ December  ○ January  ○ November

6. A _____________ is sitting on a big rock.
   ○ snake  ○ snack  ○ snail
7. The lion jumped ______________ a hoop.
   ○ out          ○ through          ○ between

8. Two dogs are ______________ a clown.
   ○ helping      ○ pushing          ○ pulling

9. The babies are ______________ their mother.
   ○ following    ○ friendly         ○ fooling

10. You can tell that Molly is ___________ on her fingers.
    ○ playing      ○ picking          ○ counting

11. The students are ______________ in a line.
    ○ wishing      ○ waiting          ○ wandering

12. You can tell that it is probably __________ outside.
    ○ late          ○ wet            ○ windy